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Regulation 7 of the Regulations and Rules of Procedure for Expert 

Committees provides that members' te.-mis of office shall expire at the 

end of two years, but that they .shall be eligible for re-election if 

the Committee1 s existence is renewed. 

Regulation 8 provides that the Chairman and Vice-Chaiman shall 

remain in office for two years or during the life of the Committee if 

this is less than two years. No provision is made for re-election, 

but this is not definitely stated. It would seem therefore that the 

procédure intended was one parallel to that relating to the Chairmanship 

of the Executive Board, and it Is suggested that Regúlatiori 8 should be 

amended to make this :ciè.ar by the addition of the words used in Rule 13 

of the Rules of iproceduire for the Executive Board, vizs "The Ohairman 

shall not become eligible for re-éleütion until two years have elapsed 
»« . • . . • , . . . - • • 

since he ceases to hold office." 

Regulation 20 of the Regulations and Rules of Procedure for Expert 

Committees is as follows：-

"At the end of each session, the Committee shall draw up a report 

and approve it. This Report shall be submitted to the Assembly through 

the Director-General and transmitted to the Board. The report shall 

ccntain a summary of the Comraitt^e‘s -.vork and the recommendations adopted." 

The second sentence of the Regulation appears ambiguous. It might 

be taken to mean sitheг that the report is transmitted to the Executive 

Board at the same time as it is sent to the Director-General for sulxnission 

to the Assembly, or that it is transmitted to the Executive Board only-

after it has been received and considered by the Assembly. 

It is suggested that to receive, consider and, where necessary, to 

act upon reports and recommendations of Expert Committees is a function 

which should normally be entrusted to the Board сл behalf >if the Health 
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Assembly and that any other procedure would often involve unnecessary 

delay. 

The Board1s action would be subject to review and approval by 

the Health Assembly under the normal procedure provided in Article 18(d) 
• ••, • 

of the Constitution. Normally, it is suggested, the Expert Reports 

concerned should not be printed at length in the Report of the Board. 

A list of the relevant Expert Reports should be attached to the Board's 

report. 

The Regulation should provide also for the procedure of any-

Expert Committees that may be appointed directly by the Assembly? and 

I suggest that to avoid confusion the procedures should be the same for 
• • • . _ 

the two kinds of Expert Committees unless the Assembly gives special 

instructions to a Committee that it appoints directly. The following 

wording is, therefore, suggested： 

"At "ttie end of each session the Committee shall draw up a report 

and approve it. The report shall contain a summaiy of the Committee's 

wbrk and the recommendations adopted. Except where the езфегЬ committee 

has been appointed by the Health Assembly and has been otherwise instructed 

by the Health Assembly, the report shall be transmitted through the 

Director General to the Board.who may submit recommendations thereon to 

...the Health Assembly -or may t^ke such action on' the report as they think 

fit , or may submit reooramendations and take action, respectively on 

different parts of the. report. " •• ； •：. 

A consequential amendment would, be necessaiy in Regulation 21 by 

omitting from the third paragraph o^ that Regulation - .,fto the Assembly 

'direct or, if necessary11. 


